
LiveBoard Mini 

Name: LiveBoard Mini

Price: 800,00 € Lifetime License

LiveBoard Mini allows you to manage the real-time live graphics of your productions 
in a NDI® and/or SDI workflow. It is a little jewel among the professional broadcast 
graphics playout products, powerful and versatile: create eye-catching graphics with 
the integrated plugins and/or insert NDI® Sources for great Picture-In-Picture with 
DVE transitions on endless layers. Explore the pre-loaded projects in order to see the 
potentials of your new LiveBoard Mini and modify them freely.

LiveBoard Mini is the smallest member of the LiveBoard family, ClassX's amazing live 
real-time graphics playout software solutions. Despite it  being a “Mini”,  it  allows 
productions to create the professional graphic make-up for their programs by adding 
contents on endless layers with the available 15 different integrated plugins. Easy to 
learn, logical to apply, handy to manage. 
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Operators get the hang of LiveBoard within minutes; training times are extremely 
reduced and any feature the graphic technician looks for is just there where it is 
assumed to be. This is not a joke, this is the reality. The Interface is dockable and 
personalizable for the use of any number of operators. 

LiveBoard Mini allows to associate text to external data in order to display up-to-
date headlines  or  the freshly  edited breaking news over any gorgeous animated 
lower third. Mini allows any number of rss-feed or txt based tickers for any LTR/RTL 
language. 

Alpha  blending  and  razor  sharp  broadcast-quality  graphics  never  is  a  problem: 
adding the station logo, a digital clock or a vector shape is achieved in two simple 
clicks or with the easiest drag-and-drop gesture. Let LiveBoard Mini playout a myriad 
of formats of media contents for you, any codec is supported. 
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Create simple automation with the ClassX framemarkers on the playout of any video 
clip so your operator will just have to click onto a few crucial buttons that trigger the 
playout/stop of selected contents. 

LiveBoard Mini has massively integrated the NDI® technology in input and output; 
manage and save up to 10 NDI® sources and use them as inputs for creating PIP 
programs.  Audio  management,  transparencies,  cropping,  resizing  of  your  NDI® 
sources  is  no issue.  NDI®,  SDI  or  VGA  are  the  possible  output  devices,  select  a 
standard resolution or just make it custom. 
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Project  sharing  and  distribution  has  been  made  terribly  easy  with  the  new 
ProjectPacker  feature!  The  built-in  ProjectPacker  will  shrink  the  whole  project 
resources,  templates  and  even  fonts  into  a  comfortable  single  file,  ready  to  be 
shared and flawlessly imported to other LiveBoard or LiveBoard Mini workstations.

LiveBoard Mini has no support for ClassX Template Editors

System requirements
Windows 10 Pro
CPU: Intel Core i7 or higher
RAM: 16 GB DDR5 or higher
Graphic Card: NVIDIA  gaming DDR5
HDD: 250 GB SSD
Continuous internet connection for license validity
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